
DO... KNOW YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS

FOR REFERENCE:
WWW.ENTREPRISESCANADA.CA

Meet Karl, my ideal client!
Describing your ideal clients doesn't start with "anyone
who". You need to narrow this group down to a singular
person and know everything about them including their
behaviour, goals and most importantly their needs. GIVE
THEM A NAME! Then figure out how your products or
services address their needs & help them reach their
goals!

FOR MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
WWW.THEMARKETINGDESIGNERANDCO.CO.ZA

DON'T... UNDERVALUE PROFESSIONAL DESIGN

DO... KNOW YOUR USP & WORK IT TO THE MAX

Unique Selling Propositions bring the magic!

Always focus on what makes you unique and work that
into everything you do. If YOU don't remind people why
you're special nobody will. Complete a SWOT analysis
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities & threats) to know
what to look out for and where to focus your energy.

DON'T... MARKET FOR THE SAKE OF MARKETING

I have a marketing budget so lets just spend it!

Just because "everyone is doing it" doesn't mean you
should spend money randomly at advertising! Unless you
have a measurable goal with your marketing efforts then
it's simply not worth throwing money away blindly. Be
more strategic about your marketing and stand out!

BRANDING
DO'S & DONT'S

- let's get the party started - 

My cousin's wife's uncle said he would do it for free!

True story, but you can Google your symptoms when you're
sick... it still doesn't mean a pharmacist will give you
prescription medication without that script. There are
many designers to choose from, some charge more than
others so see what you can afford but LET A DESIGNER
PUT YOUR DESIGN TOGETHER!



DON'T... COLLABORATE RANDOMLY

FOR REFERENCE:
WWW.ENTREPRISESCANADA.CA

Don't you want to sponsor a prize?
If your businesses don't share a common interest - such as
ideal clients - then it's REALLY not worth the exposure.
You will end up getting no return on investment - be it time
lost or money spent - when you could have spent that time
more strategically. Think carefully about collaborations
and find strategic partners 

TO STAY UP TO DATE,  L IKE US ON FACEBOOK
@THEMARKETINGDESIGNERANDCO

DO... KEEP THINGS PROFESSIONAL

DON'T... WASTE PEOPLE'S TIME

The only thing we can never buy back is time!
"If only I had more time in the day" implies that people
won't take kindly to you showing up in their inbox for the
8th time today with your marketing attempt or phoning
them constantly to ask if they will buy your product or
service. Say what you need to & make it count - you don't
get the luxury of a second chance and always deliver on a
promise!

DO... SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY

Make people feel valued and they will never leave you!

If you invest in your local community they will invest in
you but the honest truth is that you can't fake it so don't
pretend to care - they will smell you coming a mile away
which will result in far more damage than good. 

BRANDING
DO'S & DONT'S

- in it to win it - 

Did you see my #PuzeThursday Facebook post?

People don't support businesses, they support people! You
(and your staff) represent your business so have policies
regarding what you are willing to allow/share. Social
media puts us all on equal playing fields so think twice
before sharing politically driven posts or the next abortion
campaign and treat client with respect even when they are
wrong!


